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Great for little buckaroos that are too young to ride the 
trails. Under the tutelage of our experienced Wranglers 
kids will first be led around on a pony and then will have the 
opportunity to give it a whirl on their own.

Beginner Riders 

Learn the basics of riding, including reign management, 
posture & balance, start, stop, emergency 1-reign stop and 
trot. Our Wranglers will also cover the basics of how to groom 
& saddle.

Western Riding Lesson
1 hr. | Ages 6+

Embark on a sunset or sunrise trail ride and watch nature’s 
light show from horseback. Our private trails o!er many 
incredibly scenic vistas along the way.

Group Trail Rides 
1 / 1.5 / 2 hrs. | Age 6+

30 min. |  Ages 4-6
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For people who are experienced riders we o!er custom 
rides that include more extreme ascents and descents. Each 
rider must pass a skill test in our arena prior to the ride to 
demonstrate their ability to manage a horse at a walk, trot & 
canter.

Advanced Rides

Sunrise Ride 

3-5 hrs. | Ages 10+

1.5 hr. | Ages 6+ | Includes Breakfast on the trail

1.5 hr. | Ages 6+ | Includes Lunch

1.5 hr. | Ages 6+  | Includes Snacks

Just you and your peeps! Enjoy family and friends time 
walking through the beautiful foothills around Sorrel River 
Ranch. We ride to the lowest skill level in the group.

Private Rides
1 / 1.5 / 2 hrs. | Age 6+

Mid-Day Picnic Ride 

Sunset Ride 
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Are your children interested in learning more about horses 
and natural horsemanship? Do you already have horsey 
kids, and they want to have fun and learn more? Or, do 
the adults need a vacation day from the kids. If yes, this is 
the camp for your child! Our experienced Wranglers have 
put together a fun and information-packed horse camp 
designed to teach or expand your child’s knowledge of 
Western horsemanship.

Western Horsemanship 101 

SPECIAL OFFERINGS
DURING HORSEBACK SEASON

2-Day Kids Camp (Ages 6 - 12)
8:00am - 12:00pm each day
Minimum Class Size 2, Maximum 6

7:00am - 11:00am  (Ages 6 +)

PARTICIPATION INCLUDES: 
• Feeding & watering the stock, restocking 

feed bins
• Cleaning pens & stalls 
• Collecting and cleaning eggs
• Turn-outs and babysitting goats and 

hogs during barnyard playtime
• Learn grooming and groundwork 

techniques with the horses
• Learn about saddling
• Basic pre-flight to guiding a ride
• Earn Your Star Badge 

Is a career as a Wrangler in your future? 
Join us for a " day learning about the roles 
and responsibilities of a Wrangler. When 
taking care of stock, being punctual is a 
requirement. During your 4-hours as a 
Junior Wrangler you will shadow one of the 
Sorrel River Wranglers through their daily 
routine. If you cannot commit to the 7:00am 
start time, this is not the program for you! 

Junior Wrangler Program 

DAY 1
• History, evolution, breeds, colorings & markings of the 

horse
• Horse anatomy/terms (game)
• The how’s and why’s of grooming and hoof care (hands-

on)
• Learn how the horse learns (demo)
• Saddling & bridling basics
DAY 2
• Catch, halter, lead, groom and groundwork (hands-on)
• Saddle, bridle, mount and dismount (including “emergency 

dismount” with prizes)
• Move your horse forward in a walk using your legs and body 

and rein management
• Obstacle Course (Experiential)
• Untack, brush out and return horse
• Earn your Star Badge
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Do you know just enough about horses to be 
dangerous? Do you want to expand your horse 
knowledge and experience? Or, is it that you just 
want to feel comfortable when going for a ride 
during your annual vacation? If any of the above 
apply, this condensed, information-packed and 
fun clinic is for you! 

Western Horsemanship Clinic 
8:00am - 12:00pm (Age 13+)
Minimum Class Size 2, Maximum 6
This is an instructional riding class

INTRODUCTION
• Brief history of the horse, including breeds and 

markings
• Horse anatomy/terms (game)
• The how’s and why’s of grooming and hoof care
• Groundwork (pre-flight), and how the horse learns 

(demo)
• Saddling & bridling basics
EXPERIENTIAL
• Catch, halter, lead, groom and groundwork your 

own horse
• Saddle, bridle, mount and dismount
• All work is done in the arena: move your horse 

forward in a walk using your legs, body and rein 
management

• Obstacle Course 
• Untack, brush out and return horse
• Earn your Star Badge 

Interested in a tune-up before hitting the trail? Hone your 
skills, get to know your horse, and get comfortable before 
heading out on your guided ride. During this " hour pre-ride 
arena session you will have the opportunity to tune-up your 
skills, or learn the basics of rein management, guiding the 
horse with leg and body, turning, stopping and soft trotting. 
Schedule your session with the front desk in conjunction 
with your scheduled trail ride. This is not a prerequisite to trail 
riding, but it is highly encouraged for beginning riders and 
children.

Pre-Ride Western Tune-up 
30 minutes | Age 6+ 
The tune-up is only o!ered in conjunction with a 
pre-purchased trail ride 
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Horse Themed Photography for any Event 
Wedding, Honeymoon, Anniversary, Graduation, Birthday, 
or just for fun. 

Wedding Rides
Never mind the limo! Ride up to your ceremony in style … 
on Horseback!

Please contact sales@sorrelriver.com for information, 
availability and pricing of photography events or wedding 
rides.

Overnight horse boarding is available at Sorrel River Ranch 
for registered guests only. We o!er a large paddock with 
run-in shelter and water.  Grass-hay can be provided for 
an additional charge. Complimentary daily and departure 
clean-up will be provided by a Sorrel River Wrangler. Please 
request a boarding contract be sent when you are talking to 
our front desk sta! at the time of your registration. Space is 
limited and o!ered on a first-come, first-served basis.  
We have endless miles of trails for you to explore on your 
own on non-motorized BLM land. Ride right o! the ranch 
… no trailering required! We o!er guided rides with one of 
our professional Sorrel River Wranglers for an additional 
fee. For more detailed information contact wranglers@
sorrelriver.com.

REQUIREMENTS
• Current health certificate (30-day)
• Current Coggins

Overnight Horse Boarding
Maximum of 4 horses
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COMPLIMENTARY PROGRAMS 
FOR HOTEL GUESTS
Tiny Tot Pony Rides 

Feed the Barn Animals

Roping Lessons

Groom Mini Horses, Gather Eggs, Play 
with Barn Animals

Wrangler Campfire at Sunset 

15 minutes rides | 9:00am - 10:30am Daily

7:00am Daily and 5:00pm Daily | All Ages

11:00am - 12:00pm Daily | All Ages

8:00am - 10:00am, Daily | All Ages

Give your child a positive first experience 
on horseback with one of our experienced 
Wranglers. 

Sit with our Wranglers and swap horse 
stories around the campfire!

Cows, goats, mini goats & babies, rabbits, pot-belly pigs 
& dwarf pot-belly pig, chickens, ducks, mini horses, mini 
mule, mini donkeys.

Learn how or hone your roping skills on our roping 
dummies! 
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GUIDED HIKING 
AND DRIVING TOURS

Experience the largest concentration of natural arches in 
the world! See amazing views of Balanced Rock, Courthouse 
Towers, La Sal Mountains, Petrified Dunes and Panorama 
Point. Enjoy guided hikes to North and South Windows, Turret 
Arch, Double Arch and the lower Delicate Arch viewpoint. 

Arches National Park
Full day 7 hrs. | 1-6 ppl

Discover deep and awe-inspiring scenery overlooking the 
Colorado and Green Rivers. This is a driving-based tour with 
several short hikes to some of the most amazing scenery 
you’ll ever experience. Island in the Sky is just that... a giant, 
6,000 foot high plateau that’s 2,000 feet above the valley 
floor. Explore expansive vistas from the edge of 2,000-foot 
cli!s and unique geologic features such as Upheaval Dome, 
the White Rim Overlook, and the Grand View Overlook. 

Canyonlands National Park
Full day 6-8 hrs. | 1-6 ppl

Explore remote unknown canyons, or local trails close to the 
Ranch. You decide how far, where, and when. We make it 
happen with a friendly guide. We can cater to any age, ability, 
length of time, or location. Minimum hike time is 2 hours. All 
trip times include transportation to/from the Ranch. Half 
day trips (4+ hrs.) include a snack, and full day hikes (6+ hrs.) 
include a gourmet saddle bag lunch.  

Custom Guided Hike
1 person minimum

Experience an unforgettable evening in Arches National Park. 
Join us on a fascinating tour as the Sunset throws di!erent 
shades of color onto the sandstone monoliths. We stop at 
Park Avenue, Balanced Rock, Delicate Arch view point and 
finally at the Windows Section of the park for a guided hike to 
North and South windows and Turret Arch as the sun finally 
set. Light snacks and water are provided. 

Arches Sunset Photo Tour 
Half day  4.5 hrs. | 6 ppl Min- 11 ppl Max

Visit Arches National Park via a Toyota Land Cruiser and 
discover iconic landforms of contrasting colors and textures 
unlike any other in the world.  This red rock wonderland will 
amaze you with its formations. Refresh you with its trails and 
inspire you with its dynamics of erosion.  Even in this day 
of spiraling visitation, our tour leads you into the solitude of 
Arches that few get to experience.

Arches 4X4 Tower Arch O!-roading & 
Hiking Adventure
Half day  4.5 hrs. | 4 ppl Minimum
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Canyonlands 4X4 Excursion at Island in 
the Sky! 
Half day 4 hrs. | 4 ppl Minimum

Let our guides show you the Canyonlands National Park 
that many visitors miss! On this excursion, you will travel the 
famous White Rim 4X4 Trail into the depths of the park.  We 
leave the comfortable 4X4 Land Cruiser behind for a number 
of excellent hikes into caves and caverns that lie just beneath 
the White Rim Sandstone level.

Scenic vistas and incredible views are enjoyed throughout 
the Chesler Park excursion.  Your route will take you over 
famous Elephant Hill, renowned for its di#culty as one of the 
most challenging trails in Southeastern Utah.  You will see 
Devils Kitchen along the way and cruise down Devils Lane 
before encountering SOB Hill, another challenge on the trail 
to our 4X4 Land Cruiser!

White Rim 4X4 Excursion at 
Island in the Sky! 

Chesler Park at Needles District 
Canyonlands 4X4 Excursion

Full day 9 hrs. | 4 ppl Minimum

Full day 9 hrs. | 4 ppl Minimum

This popular tour travels into the Island in the Sky District of 
Canyonlands National Park. It begins in the Colorado River 
Corridor, just outside of Moab, and finishes high on the mesa 
top. The ancient culture of the Ancestral Puebloeans left 
evidence of their lives in the canyons.  We make stops to 
investigate their mysterious and beautiful rock art. 

The Canyonlands/Arches Combo package combines two 
National Parks 4X4 excursions in one action packed day! 
While beginning high atop Island in the Sky Mesa, you will 
then descend via the switchbacks of the Shafer Trail.  A 
portion of the White Rim trail is traveled to provide incredible 
views of the Colorado River corridor below.  This is must do 
full day excursion from the comfort of a Toyota Land Cruiser!

Canyonlands/Arches 4X4 Combo Tour 
Full day 9 hrs. |  4 ppl Minimum
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A fun family hike that wanders through towers of ancient 
time. Moab is well known for bizarre geologic formations 
and Fisher Towers are some of the strangest and most 
unusual. You must hike through these towers to realize how 
impressive they are. The landscape is something out of a 
science fiction novel. 

Fisher Towers Guided Hike
Half day 3 hrs. | 6 ppl Min- 11 ppl Max

2 hrs. | 4 ppl Min- 11 ppl Max

Bull Canyon is a dinosaur track site and scenic overlook 
of beautiful Bull Canyon and Fisher Mesa.  There is a short 
gravel trail to therapod dinosaur tracks that are dated to the 
Jurassic period about 200 million years ago when the area 
was a shallow sea. Enjoy a beautiful drive with one of our 
knowledgeable guides as you explore a lesser known feature 
of Moab. 

Moab has numerous examples of Native American Rock 
Art to enjoy. Our guides will lead you on a driving tour to visit 
some of the Petroglyphs and/or Pictographs of the Anasazi 
people. 

This trail follows the Stearns Creek Wash from Sorrel River 
Ranch to the hills southeast. Be sure to look for the ancient 
petroglyphs that the ancestral Puebloans carved some 800 
years ago!  

Bull Canyon Dinosaur Tracks Driving Tour 

Moab Rock Art Driving Tour 

Rubiks Cube Guided Hike  

2 hrs. | 4 ppl Min- 11 ppl Max

Half day 4 hrs. | 4 ppl Min- 11 ppl Max

Explore
More 
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UTV Fisher Tower Overlook Adventure 

Experience Fisher Tower from a di!erent perspective. Get 
a sneak peek into the Onion Creek Sandstone Canyon. 
Ride along with a guide or drive one of our UTVs to visit this 
beautiful overlook of Professor Valley. 

2 hrs.   | 2 ppl Min- 7 ppl Max

For the ultimate experience choose a customized adventure 
to explore more remote sections of the Moab area. Peer into 
wild canyons towards the Colorado border. Head up along 
the shoulder of the La Sal Mountains. Climb up to 8,000 ft. in 
elevation as you enter Aspen forests a!ording remarkable 
views of the Colorado River Valley below. Cross over the 
mighty Colorado and stand atop the sandstone cli!s while 
peering down 2,000 feet to Sorrel River Ranch! Speak to an 
Adventures Guide to plan your custom day of o!-roading. 

Custom UTV Adventure 
3 hrs.   | Follow the guide only

Wind up the Onion Creek 4WD road through a narrow 
sandstone canyon with several creek crossings and ascend 
into a stunning desert valley surrounded by rimrock mesas 
and the towering La Sal Mountains in the distance. Turn 
around at the Hideout Campground, rumored to be a favored 
hideout of famed outlaw Butch Cassidy.

Onion Creek to Hideout Campground
2 hrs. 

UTV TOURS
Get your adventure in gear with our exclusive UTV Tours 
operated directly from the Ranch. Elect to ride with your 
guide or to follow and drive on a 2 or 4-hour excursion 
through the surreal landscapes and river crossings of Onion 
Creek’s sandstone canyon. Then continue on a journey 
above the Colorado River Valley towards the towering La Sal 
Mountains.
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Dome Plateau

The trail begins at the north end of Dewey Bridge and climbs 
to a viewpoint overlooking Fisher Towers and the rest of 
the Upper Colorado River Valley. It follows below the line of 
Entrada Sandstone cli!s that have two noteworthy arches 
in the first few miles. The plateau slopes upward to the 
south but is broken by canyons, two of which are crossed 
on the way to the prime viewpoint high above the Colorado 
River. Returning northward o!ers views of distant arches in 
Arches National Park and passes near La Boca Arch. Some 
interesting sandstone caves may also be visited. 

Half day 5-6 hrs. | 1-4 ppl

JEEP TOURS
Moab is the Jeep Capital of the World, and for over 50 years 
Jeep aficionados have been pilgrimaging to this special o!-
roading mecca to push the limits of motorized transportation 
and explore the incredible diversity of terrain in the area.

Possibly the world’s most popular Jeep route, Hell’s Revenge 
is a bucket list tour through otherworldly petrified sand 
dunes. Big views extend along this foreign land towards the 
towering La Sal Mountains in the distance. The unique rock 
allows incredible traction and terrain and o!ers a chance to 
see how impressive these vehicles really are. If you choose 
to follow the guide, you will drive one of our custom-built Jeep 
Wrangler Rubicon’s as you are led over di#cult obstacles 
and taught to drive through extreme terrain.

Hell’s Revenge 
3.5-5 hrs. | 1-4 ppl 
Follow the Guide for additional | up to 7 ppl

Looking for an extreme adventure or just want to get o! 
the beaten path? For a completely unique experience 
allow our guides to customize a half or full day adventure 
that is tailored to your desires. 

Custom Jeep Tour 
Half day 4-8 hrs. |  1-4 ppl 
Follow the Guide for additional up to 7 ppl.
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CANYONEERING, 
ROCKANEERING, & CLIMBING

Named for the shrub (also called Rabbitbrush) that inhabits 
this area, Chamisa Canyon is a trip that packs a lot of punch! 
Often full of water, this tight canyon is a fantastic mix of 
rappels, wading, swimming and beautiful scenery all await 
you! If you choose this trip, come prepared to get wet and 
have a lot of fun.

Chamisa Canyon
Half day 4-5 hrs. | 1-6 ppl

Perfect for adventurous beginners Ephedra’s Grotto begins 
with a short hike across ancient petrified sand dunes. Quickly 
you find a dry waterfall that seems to almost disappear into the 
tightest, deepest rain gutter imaginable. “We go down there?!” 
is the usual question after peering over the edge, and indeed 
we do. This exquisite rappel is the first obstacle in reaching the 
entrance to the amazing grotto. Now in a small stone room, 
whose floor rarely sees the light of day, we exit to find a jaw-
dropping rappel into an alluring green canyon below. Adjacent 
to the rappel is an enormous natural stone bridge — the 6th 
largest natural land bridge in the world! A cool spring-fed stream 
accompanies us for the rest of this outstanding hike, exiting into 
the Colorado River corridor.

Ephedra’s Grotto 
Half day 4-5 hrs. |  1-6 ppl

Requiring more stamina than our half day trips, this tour is 
suitable for people of all experience levels who are physically fit 
and will enjoy the exertion of scrambling, climbing, and hiking 
as well as the rope work of canyoneering. Tucked within a 
sweeping lunar landscape of rock dunes and fins are several 
quiet and rarely visited canyons. Dinosaur tracks, a sweeping 
secluded arch, and a multitude of shady canyon obstacles, 
including a short wade through potholes, mark the passage with 
three opportunities to rappel. Groups preferring to ease into the 
experience of rappelling can bypass the first rappel, a stunning 
130ft drop beside Teardrop Arch, and begin with the second 
rappel, a 50ft descent into an impressive rock amphitheater 
that ushers you into the last challenge: an exposed 100ft rappel. 
A short hike back to the trip’s starting point closes this fantastic 
desert loop!

Hypathia Canyon
5-7 hrs. |1-6 ppl
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Moab o!ers a diversity of climbing routes within easy 
reach of the ranch. If you’ve never climbed before, or 
have limited experience, this half day custom trip is a 
fun introduction to desert rock climbing.  You’ll learn the 
essentials and have ample time to ascend rock walls in a 
beautiful setting. The guides will adapt the curriculum to 
your needs and experience level; a variety of high-quality 
climbs and a relaxed atmosphere will allow you to progress 
at your own pace.

Custom Rock Climbing
Half day 4-5 hrs. |  1-6 ppl

This unique rockaneering adventure was created for active 
families who want a fun introduction to roped-rock climbing 
and rappelling. These skills are easy for people of any age to 
embrace, starting out on easy terrain and only increasing the 
challenge when everyone has had the same level of success. 
O!ering a casual approach that will build confidence in 
beginning climbers and their parents, your guide will set the 
pace and tone of the trip so that the parents can relinquish 
some of their responsibilities and enjoy the activity. Then, 
your guide will give the kids some of the responsibility for 
team safety and hold them accountable for the safety of 
themselves and the other members. All of the participants 
are charged with reaching a common goal, and have equal 
say in how the goal is reached. Parents might be surprised to 
see the kids step up to the challenge and become pro-active 
about being safe and supportive of the group.

Family Rockaneering
Half day 4-5 hrs. | 1-6 ppl
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Perfect for beginners and families, this entry level 
trail o!ers great views of Arches National Park, 
including the Windows area. More challenging 
singletrack is also available on this route to 
accommodate more experienced riders.

A variety of singletrack terrain is o!ered in 
this network of trails including slickrock and 
some great flow trails. Spectacular views are 
o!ered from sections along the canyon rims. A 
great variety of trails and scenery make this a 
popular choice for more experienced riders. 

Courthouse Loop/ Moab Brand Trail

Magnificent 7 / Navajo Rocks 
Singletrack

The Moab area o!ers an incredible array of mountain biking 
trails for riders of all abilities. From high alpine singletrack 
to slickrock and everything in between, experience why 
Moab is considered to be the mountain biking mecca of 
the Southwest. All tours include transportation to/from the 
Ranch, snacks (half day) or a saddlebag lunch (full day), 
guide gratuity, a full suspension mountain bike, helmet, 
water bottle, and expert mountain bike guide instruction. 

Mountain Biking

Private Guided Tour Rates
Half day 4-5 hrs.| 2-5 ppl 
Full day 6-8 hrs. | 2-5 ppl  

Half day | 6-12 miles | easy to intermediate

Half or full day |  9-18 miles | intermediate to 
advanced

A great introduction to single track riding with 
impressive views this trail is great for novice 
riders with some experience. This network 
of singletrack loops traces the canyons 
walls at 6,000 ft. above sea level. Riders are 
treated with epic views galore looking into 
Canyonlands National Park and over the 
Colorado River Valley below. 

Dead Horse Point State Park
Half or full day | 9-18 miles | moderate to 
intermediate

MOUNTAIN BIKING
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These trails wind through narrow wedges in a unique area 
with towering rock outcroppings. Riders will rip over bu!ed 
mesas and roll over rock drop-o!s on this classic desert 
style ride with a little bit of everything. Prior singletrack 
experience required.

Klondike Single Track
Half or full day | 12-18 miles | moderate to intermediate

Perfect for an avid rider looking for some seriously 
challenging trails the customizable advanced tour will 
start with a pre-trip consultation with your guide. Trails 
included in the advanced tours may include Porcupine Rim, 
Slickrock, and Amasa Back. Additional shuttle fees may 
apply for some of the routes. 

Advanced Custom Tour 
Half or full day | advanced riders only
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COLORADO RIVER
A visit to Moab is not complete without experiencing a tour on 
the Colorado River. Whether you’re looking for an adrenaline-
filled whitewater excursion or a scenic leisurely float, or 
something in between, we have a rafting, kayak, or SUP 
experience tailored for you.

Experience the river with more freedom and optional exercise 
on an SUP or inflatable kayak. A great way to have a more 
intimate experience on the water, have a guide pick you up 
at the ranch with your gear and head straight to the River. 
Scenery, wildlife, plus options for riverside exploration and 
swimming will delight paddlers of all abilities. 

Private SUP or Kayak Tour
Half day 4 hrs. | 1-4 ppl

KAYAKING AND SUP !Ages 10+"
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This proposed Wild and Scenic River section is totally 
isolated from modern civilization: a canyon of serene solitude 
surrounded by red sandstone spires. The river cascades 
through the ever-deepening sandstone monuments and 
into the narrow Black Granite Gorge. Here the river meets 
opposition from the canyon walls, creating the fast and 
furious rapids that give Westwater Canyon its reputation: 
Funnel Falls, Last Chance, the Steps, and, of course, the 
infamous Skull Rapid. This trip is designed for adventure 
seekers and canyon lovers, for those looking for great rapids 
on a remote section of river. The small number of people 
allowed in this canyon each day is strictly controlled. That 
means you will encounter very few people on the river during 
your trip. There will be chance to swim and enjoy the river as 
you float out of Westwater Canyon.

Private Full Day Westwater Canyon

A scenic float trip with some class III rapids, this leisurely 
half day rafting trip beings with a pickup at the Ranch. Head 
upstream to put in and float past the ranch to the take out at 
Rocky Rapid. 

Half Day Private River Rafting 
Half day 4 hrs. | 1-10 ppl

A full day of river fun starts with a private pick up at the 
Ranch. You’ll put in above the ranch and float the entire 
“Moab Daily” section down to Take Out Beach. Opportunities 
will present themselves along the way to stop for swimming, 
lunch. and exploration.

Full Day Private River Rafting 
Full day 7-8 hrs. | 1-10 ppl

Participants must have their own transportation and meet 
in the town of Moab. Group tours are not recommended due 
to the additional redundant travel time to/from the Ranch. 

GROUP RIVER RAFTING TOURS

Half day 5 hrs. 

Very few tour operators o!er a group single day Westwater 
Canyon Trip. Westwater Canyon is a whitewater wilderness 
area 30-40 miles upstream from the Ranch. Often done as 
an overnight trip this full day a!ords adventurous rafters the 
opportunity to navigate tight canyons and big water. A real 
treat for the brave and avid explorer and the only group trip 
we can strongly recommend. Although this is a group trip 
transportation to and from the Ranch is included. 

Westwater Canyon Full Day 

Moab Daily Half Day

Full day 10 hrs. 

RIVER RAFTING !Ages 5+"
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BOAT TOURS

Elect a scenic tour if you are looking for a more 
relaxing river tour. The boat’s ability to maneuver 
and access remote areas of the river will a!ord 
guests more opportunities for peace, solitude, 
and wildlife sightings. Your Captain will stop along 
the way to point out the natural wonders for 
photographic moments and share a little history 
of the area. 

The first and original New Zealand Style Jet Boat 
on the Colorado River! In this heart pounding 
ride you’ll experience the “hamilton spin” which 
is a flat spin within the boats own length, sliding 
turns and rapids including big bend and salt 
creek. Departing from the Moab Bridge this tour 
heads upriver all along Arches National Park’s 
breathtaking canyons. This is a splashy ride, 
dress appropriately. Splash jackets are provided. 
Transportation to and from Moab Bridge is not 
provided.

Scenic Tour

Adventure Tour

Rent your own private jet boat for up to 10 people. 
Group tours also available. Tours do not include 
transportation to/from Moab Jett. 

Moab Jett
2 -3 Hour Private Tour 
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Fly south from Moab to Monument Valley, into the heart of the 
Grand Circle and Four Corners. On the way, see Canyonlands 
National Park, Dark Canyon Wilderness Area, Natural Bridges 
National Monument, Cedar Mesa/Grand Gulch, and Valley 
of the Gods. Look down on cli!s, canyons,  and mesas that 
have been home to Native Americans for centuries. After a 
brief touch down, the famous Mittens and other well known 
features of the Monument will be explored from the air. 
Monument Valley was first made internationally famous by 
John Wayne movies filmed in the area. Over 130 cinema and 
television productions have featured its compelling scenery, 
making the park a major tourist attraction, but from the air 
you will enjoy sights that very few have seen and gain a 
greater appreciation of their improbable beauty. The entire 
tour provides a splendid overview of a vast area that could 
take years to explore. 

Monument Valley Scenic Flight
2 hr. 20 min. | 1-2pp

Extend the Edge of Canyonlands Tour by 15 minutes to see 
North and South Sixshooter and Aquaduct Arch. This is our 
most spectacular scenic tour.

Edge of Canyonlands Extended
1 hr. | 1- 3 ppl

See Deadhorse Point, the Colorado River, Thelma and Louise 
Point, the Potash Ponds and amazing views of the Island 
in the Sky District of Canyonlands National Park. Fly down 
beautiful Kane Creek Canyon and directly above the rising fins 
of Behind the Rocks. Finally, see many backcountry arches, 
including Corona Arch, Pritchett Arch, Halls Bridge, Funnel 
Arch and several others.

Edge of Canyonlands
45 min. | 1-3 ppl | 60 min. | 1-3 ppl

AIRTOURS
Scenic Helitours 
All Heli-tours include pickup and drop o! at the Ranch. 
Imagine being swept away to a bird’s eye view of some of 
the most iconic scenery in the American West, only to be 
promptly returned back to the ranch where you can continue 
on your quest for more memories and adventure
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There is nothing like a bird’s-eye view of the amazing 
Arches and Canyonlands National Parks. You’ll see 
iconic formations such as Upheaval Dome, Green River 
Gooseneck, Island in the Sky, White Rim, the Colorado 
and Green River confluence, Klondike Blu!s and so much 
more. All trips do not include transportation to/from the 
Moab airport. 

Scenic Plane Tours

Arches National Park has the world’s largest concentration 
of arches. World-famous Delicate Arch can be clearly seen 
on this tour as well as many other splendid rock formations. 
More may be seen on this tour than in days of hiking in the 
park with many unique photo opportunities. 

Arches Scenic Flight
30 min. | 1-4 ppl 

Make the most of your valuable time by visiting both parks on 
this special National Park air tour. The vast geologic diversity 
can best be appreciated from a bird’s eye view. Capture the 
moments with stunning aerial photography, and experience 
Moab in a way that you will never forget. There is no other way 
to visit these parks so comprehensively and comfortably. Gain 
access to the remote, restricted districts of Canyonlands and 
bypass the lines and crowds in Arches while seeing all of the 
iconic features of both parks. 

Arches & Canyonlands Scenic Flight
1 hr. 20 min. | 1-4 ppl

Thrilling open-cockpit flying above sandstone buttes, canyons 
and cli!s, far more scenic than cornfields and barns, and 
just long enough for a perfect introduction to the biplane and 
Moab’s backcountry beauty. See the breath-taking beauty of 
famous back country arches: Gemini, Corona, and Jeep from an 
open cockpit as well as enjoying barnstorming thrills.

Red Baron Scenic Bi-Plane Tour
30 min. | 1-2 pp 
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SKYDIVING

The ultimate Moab skydive experience is only available to 
Sorrel guests. Take your adrenaline seeking adventure to 
a new level with a custom tandem jump over Castle Valley 
and land right back onto the Ranch! This exclusive o!ering 
includes transportation to Moab airport where you’ll take o! 
on a 15 minute scenic flight over the Colorado River Valley. 
Then without hesitation jump out of that perfectly good 
airplane and experience the most scenic skydive in the U.S. 
with Castle Valley, Castleton Tower, Parriot and Convent 
Mesas, and the La Sal Mountains in your viewscape. Once 
the chute is pulled assist in navigating your way towards the 
Ranch below. In less than two (2) hours you’ll find yourself 
back at the Ranch and ready for your next adventure! 
Prices include guide gratuity, transportation, and a video to 
memorialize the day. 

Sorrel Exclusive Ranch Jump
2 hrs. 
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HOT AIR BALLON RIDES
Greet the sunrise as you drift among geologic wonders 
that were being created when dinosaurs roamed the earth. 
Watch the fragile sandstone of Arches National Park and 
precarious rock towers drift past. Across the horizon, the 
13,000 foot La Sal Mountains cast a long shadow upon the 
town of Moab and Canyonlands National Park. As the pilot 
and the wind navigate you to your own personal destination, 
your mind and camera will be left with vivid images that will 
last a lifetime. Each trip concludes with a post flight toast 
ceremony. Transportation to launch site, gratuities, and meals 
not included. 

30 min. | Ages 13+  
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Experience the best views and most dramatic landscapes 
from every perspective with our unique Air + Land 
excursions. New for 2018, our exclusive Blue John Canyon 
Heli + Canyoneering tour sweeps guests away to one of the 
most beautiful and remote areas in the region. After the heli 
drops you o!, meet up with your guide and repel into the 
canyon where the real adventure begins! 

AIR + LAND TOURS

Little Blue John is considered one of the most scenic 
canyons in the world. It is moderately challenging, and 
a great canyon for both seasoned canyoneers and 
newcomers alike.  Utilizing the swift access of a helicopter 
to and from Little Blue John makes this somewhat 
restrictive canyon straightforward, resulting in an easy and 
painless way to complete this natural wonder. Trip includes 
heli pickup and drop o! at the Ranch, a saddlebag lunch, all 
gear, and guide gratuities.

Blue John Canyon Heli + Canyoneering
Full day 7-8.5 hrs. | 1- 3 ppl

Depart from the ranch and fly near the northern Maze 
District of Canylonlands National Park, seeing Buttes of 
the Cross, Ekker Butte and Upheaval Dome.  Land at a 
remote landing strip, shut down the helicopter and marvel 
in the quiet solitude of canyon country while exploring an 
abandoned mining camp. Flight time: 75 minutes, Ground 
time: 30 minutes.

Happy Canyon & Mining 
Camp Heli + Hiking
1 hrs. 45 min. | 1-3 ppl

AIR + WATER TOURS

Cataract Canyon is one of the most exciting one day 
river trips in the United States. Snow melt from the Rocky 
Mountains makes for a day of super charged whitewater 
action.  After rafting through 30 di!erent sets of rapids, you 
will end your day at Hite Marina and be driven to the airfield 
where your private charter flight will be awaiting you to 
return to Moab.  This scenic flight will provide you with the 
most beautiful views of Southeast Utah.

Full day 7-8.5 hrs. | 5 ppl minimum
Cataract Canyon 
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 Inquire for pricing on other destinations. 

TRANSPORTATION

Moab/Canyonlands 5 PAX 
Vehicle

Moab/Canyonlands 11 PAX 
Vehicle

Grand Junction 5 PAX Vehicle

Grand Junction 11 PAX Vehicle

Rental By the Hour

5 PAX Vehicle

11 PAX Sprinter Van

Airport Transfers

Private Air Transfers
Hop on a private flight from Moab to Salt Lake City  (or 
many other destinations) to explore more. Whether you’re 
in for a day trip to the Grand Canyon, Antelope Canyon, 
or Lake Powell, or on your way to your next adventure, a 
scenic, fast and convenient private air transfer is a great 
way to explore more of Utah.
 

Air Transfers: Inquire for pricing on other destinations. 

Moab-Salt Lake City: Kodiak, 9 PAX Cessna 
207 or Airvan, 6 or 8 PAX 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
MOAB AVERAGES

MONTH AVERAGE 
HIGH

AVERAGE 
LOW

SUNRISE SUNSET

F C F C AM PM

JANUARY 41 5 17 -8 7:34 5:21

FEBRUARY 51 11 24 -4 7:09 5:56

MARCH 61 16 32 0 7:29 7:25

APRIL 72 22 40 4 6:42 7:55

MAY 82 28 48 9 6:06 8:23

JUNE 93 34 56 13 5:53 8:44

JULY 98 37 63 17 6:06 8:42

AUGUST 96 36 60 16 6:32 8:12

SEPTEMBER 87 31 51 11 7:00 7:26

OCTOBER 73 23 39 4 7:27 6:40

NOVEMBER 56 13 27 -3 7:00 5:05

DECEMBER 44 7 20 -7 7:29 4:58

MONTH AVERAGE 
HIGH

AVERAGE 
LOW

SUNRISE SUNSET

$F $C $F $C AM PM

JANUARY 41 5 17 -8 7:34 5:21

FEBRUARY 51 11 24 -4 7:09 5:56

MARCH 61 16 32 0 7:29 7:25

APRIL 72 22 40 4 6:42 7:55

MAY 82 28 48 9 6:06 8:23

JUNE 93 34 56 13 5:53 8:44

JULY 98 37 63 17 6:06 8:42

AUGUST 96 36 60 16 6:32 8:12

SEPTEMBER 87 31 51 11 7:00 7:26

OCTOBER 73 23 39 4 7:27 6:40

NOVEMBER 56 13 27 -3 7:00 5:05

DECEMBER 44 7 20 -7 7:29 4:58

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
AREA MAP
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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